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HIGH SCHOOL / STUDIO SERIES

Experience Printmaking
By Donna Anderson

The story of printmaking is a story of design, technology, and 

communication. Experience Printmaking is a clear, practical,  

and essential resource for the modern day print studio  

or art classroom with roots in the earliest recorded human 

experience. This complete curriculum covers the breadth and 

depth of possibilities in relief, intaglio, silkscreen, mono-

type, and more. Students’ knowledge of visual design is 

reinforced and engaged through rich Studio Experiences 

based on history and inquiry. The many aspects of planning 

a print, creating an edition, and even making a process book 

are described in depth.

Features

• Step-by-step instruction for each method of  
 printmaking

• Engaging Studio Experiences from intaglio to  
 lithograph collages

• Stunning fine art examples from historical and  
 contemporary artists

• Interdisciplinary connections, including language arts   
 and chemistry

• Career profiles of contemporary printmakers

• Clear stages of print planning Important safety notes   
 for the printmaking studio 

• A thorough Student Handbook with essential  
 information on techniques and processes

• Nontoxic alternative processes
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Chapter 5: Intaglio

Each Studio Experience in the Davis 
Studio Series contains a journal  
connection. The writing exercises  
encourage the use of art vocabulary 
and reflection on the creative process.

Components & Ancillaries
• Student Book (Print)

• Teacher’s Edition (Print)

•  Davis Art Images Subscription 

• Teacher Resources (print):  
 Studio Support Masters,  
 Vocabulary Masters and  
 Artist Profiles, and Assessment   
 Masters

 
Davis Art Images Subscription
Extend the fine art in each lesson with 
images from around the globe and 
across time. With your subscription to 
more than 35,000 brilliant images, you 
can view and download images that 
have been carefully correlated to every 
lesson. Compare and contrast any 
two images, create sets and instant  
slideshows. Find the images you need 
using search terms specific to art edu-
cation. Each image includes metadata 
that allows you to find other images 
from that artist, time period, location, 
medium, and much more! 

Teacher Resources  
Studio Support Masters: Sequential 
photos and illustrations teach techniques 
and processes in a practical format. 
Portfolio tips and exhibition tips help 
students document their work, track 
their progress, and prepare their images 
in a professional manner.

Vocabulary Masters and Art & Artist 
Profiles: Profiles highlight the accom-
plishments of artists and works of art. 
Vocabulary Masters reinforce vocabulary 
development through stimulating word 
games.

Assessment Masters: Detailed studio 
rubrics reinforce and extend the rubrics in 
the Student Book. Chapter review ques-
tions reinforce key ideas and concepts. 
Customizable versions of all assessments 
are included with the eBook Class Set.
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Teacher’s Edition, Chapter 5: Intaglio, How To.

Teacher’s Edition, Chapter 6: Lithography, Studio Experience.

Chapter 6: Lithography

Chapter 7: Monotype

Chapter 8: Silkscreen

Chapter 9: Mixed Methods and New Directions

Student Handbook




